
  
Clinic Name  

Address 
City, State, Zip 

Ph: (000) 000-0000 Fx: (000) 000-0000 
 

RX, Pre-Auth & Medical Necessity Certification for KAFO and AFO – L2036-L0237-L1970-L1951-L1932-L1930-L2250  
 

Patient 
Name: _____________________________________ DOB: ________________ ID #: _______________ Date: ____ / ____/ ____   
 
Expected Benefits of/need for KAFO or AFO (check all appropriate) 
 

 

   Require  stabilization for medical reasons (AFO) 
 Have the potential to benefit functionally (AFO)  

 Require  stabilization for medical reasons and 
additional knee stability is required (KAFO)  

 
Diagnosis: 

 

(     ) M21.371 Foot drop, right foot                         (     ) M24.80   Other specific joint derange, unspecified joint 
(     ) M21.372 Foot drop, left foot    (     ) M65.879 Other synovitis & tenosynovitis, unspecified ankle, foot 
(     ) M21.379 Foot drop, unspecified foot   (     ) G14          Postpolio syndrome     
(     ) Q66.80   Congenital vertical talus defor, unspec   (     ) G12.9       Spinal muscular atrophy, unspecified 
(     ) Q66.50   Congenital pes planus, unspec foot                    (     ) E11.40     Type 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic neuropathy, unspecified 
(      ) I63.50    Cerebral infarction,unspec, occlusion or stenosis (      ) G71.2       Congenital myopathies   

    (     ) M62.81  Muscle weakness (generalized)                                         (     ) M95.9      Acquired deformity of musculoskeletal system, unspecified                  
     (     ) OTHER    ________________________________________  (      ) OTHER    __________________________________ 

 
Rx:              Custom Molded  device requiring                                                        Prefabricated OTS device delivered 
                           substantial modifications by an individual with                               with minimal self-adjustment 
                           expertise and specialized training 
                                                                              _____ L1951, AFO, spiral, prefabricated 

_____ L0237, KAFO, single upright, free knee, cust-molded  

_____ L0236, KO Dble upright, fre Muscle weakness 

(generalized)e knee, cust-molded 

_____ L1970, AFO, w/ankle joint, cust-molded 

_____ L2255, Foot plate, additional to L0237 or L0236   

       

       _____ L1932  AFO, rigid anter, tibial, prefabricated 

            _____ L1930  AFO, plastic, prefabricated 

           

             

_____ Other__________________________________  

 
Patient Has Need for Custom-fabricated Molded Orthosis:   ( L0236, L0237, L1970 ) 

 
 The patient could not be fit w/prefabricated AFO     The condition is permanent, more than 6 mnths    There is a need to control 
the knee, ankle or foot in more than one plane    The patient has a documented neurological, circulatory, or orthopedic status that 
requires custom fabricating over a model to prevent tissue injury    The patient has a healing fracture which lacks normal anatomical 
integrity or anthropometric proportions                         
 Documentation and additional notes: ___________________________________________________________________________   
 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Duration of need:      12 Months   Life    PRN     Frequency of use:    ___/times per day ___/weeks ___/months   
                      
Prognosis:                  Fair       Good  Excellent                                             
 
Utilizing accepted medical practice standards; the above-prescribed durable medical equipment is essential in the continuous 
treatment of the patient. 

Physician’s Signature: ____________________________________ Printed: ____________________________________________          
 
NPI #: ______________________________      Date: ____ / ____/ ____   
 

“PLACE PRODUCT STICKER HERE” 
or write Product Name/serial # 

________________________________ 
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